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THE COMMUNITY. COLLEGE AND THE VOLKSHOCHSCHt

An International Comparison of Leadership Objectives

the.

Adult Teaching/Learning Process

by Quentin- J. Bogart,,Ph.D.

) When' I decided to develop this essay allnost sixths ago, the "germ" of

today's topic,was already well established in my mind. Howeter, the problem

one almost cer ainly faces when an idea exists and an'independent conference
-

theme Alips 'up is--How_db I grasp the theme and virtually weld it to fit the

topic I wanted to talk about in the first. place? That's exactly the position

w
in which I fqmiself right now!

In ,order t achieve some degrees of unity ,6'f focus -clokr this presentation an

attempt will be made to first relate all the themes and agenda which were

floating around

collage. .Then,

at the conception of this paper. into some sort of manageable

a,few selected comparisons car. be vdiunteered for consid-

eration, and, finally,,we will gallop off into the sunsgt on the horse (or

point) we originally wanted to' ride! 4.

Let's take AACJC's theke for 1985, "Community Colleges: Leaders in4

Teaching and Learning". Page 16 of the "convention edition" of The Community

and Junior College lournal (April ,1985). proclaigi the'-focbs' of this theme as

being "morality", "values", and "culture". In its 1eadarticle,..Warren Bryan.

Martin writes about the profound changes our 'society and western civilization
4. ,

It are unfOrgoing and about the national; yea, international need to revisit -these

I



three key societal words. Martin,--in his stimulating and well-developed essay,
k

. .

makes a compelling plea for community ,colleges to help their constituent

communities interpret these *three terms: morality,,values, and culture, in

light of their reality for each locale. No problem in trying such a broad

theMe to the title of this paper.

Novi that we have the annual AACJC "theme" placed in 'as'i-easonable

prospective, we can make an "overlay" as;We.continue to develop our collage.

For this purpose, I've selected the 1985 AACJC, Public Policy Agenda which many,

of us received through the mail four to six weeks ago. The Agenda spotlights

11 items and presents a goal , a condition statement, and several

recommendations for, addressing each.. The itemecover the gambit from

"Access/Equal Opportunity" to "Ex.cellence in Programs/Institutions" to

"Lifespan Learning /Human Resource Development" to "TrendsAervice/Linkages".

The Agenda' calls for community col loges to work with local, state and federal

levels of government in. an effort to help meet the current and fitture needs .ef

. businesses and industries as well as serve theindividual needs of citizens.

Again, no problem laminating the Agenda to 'my title; it fits-1N a glove!

The final "overlay" for our collage is .the personal- professional "agenda"

which stimulated and shaped a sabbatical leave program for me three years

ago--an agenda 'which permitted me to visit andexpmtKe,the Amprican community
4

college's western European counterpart, namely, the West German/Austrian

volkshochschule. Harry Meinhardt inthis Community College Review article

(Sumpser,,1978) terms it, `the "People's University". To be even more precise,

it is literally the,"people's higher school". My continuing exposure to the.

4
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volkshothschule (c VHS a5it's cal)el iA Germany) during subsequent visits it
,

.
.

1983 and 1984, has given me a different prospective as an educator specializing
..,

in community Ciirlege in terms of the functions and goals. of our American-

two-year institutions.'

The VHS holds %central to its mission the fpnctIon of promoting the

"sociallzatior of its constituents and it has assumed a leadership role in
.

.,
this dimension of its function 'in most of the communities it 'ser

....4, ..,

Hopefully, at this point, the 'unity of community college/vOlksbochschule

lefdership roles in developing andlacnieving c/munity goals has been

established, *. r .

.. *

At this juncture, a h'andfu'l of selective comparisgfls are in order.
L

Community College/Volkschochschule comparisons will d awn on factors of.)

,number' of institutions, enrollment, admission, cost prograas,-Tacilities,
0

gbvernance, drganizaton, and{ finance.

iThere e.approximately 900'VHS in West Germany and anothe'200 to 250 in

neighboring, Austria according to Vol hochschute: rurther ebucation/Adult

Education, a pAphiet compiled by the6t German Association of VHS (DVV) in
k

- Community colteges number'more than 1,200 so they approximate each other
o

in' number. BOth the community college and the VHS enroll well over four

.million participants (That's the VHS term for students.). Again, they are

pairailel?(

The late Helmuth Dplff, director, of the Bonn based DV told be during an

interview in June, 1982, that by haw the -various West German "Land" or states

were committed to.the supArt.of unthrsal., public adult educatiOn. The major

vehicle to fulfil 1 thi5.1egal pledge is.the network of IRS. 'VHS are publie
i

centers and as such are available to all who are motivated to\takelartin,
.

their programs. As we all know, the communite011ege cqntinues toisubsoribe
qr . .
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in a similar fashion to the "open door" commitment. This ideal of open access -.
. 14

.

if further promoted by both institutions in the form of low or moderate fees
i4

) ,.

aniktuittons. Meinhardt 41978) reported the average fee for enroiing in a VHS

class to be about 18,00 (U.S.). Although this undoubtedly has increased over
..--.

\ .

time, costs remain reasonable in relationtto the economy as they do An the two
.

year college in the U.S.

The two major curricular thrusts ib the VHS- .parallel those found in the_

deATopmental and coMmAnity services/non-credit areas of th community college,

4

Developmental thrusts center aroundibasic "German as al second language".courses

for fdreign "guest" workers as well as other classes aimed at culturally

t*simifating this large number bf immigrants. Special interest courses range

from art, music, drama, dance and literature to political science', 4ilosophy,

economics, history, psychology, and some science and math to. home economics.
4 4

.

Craft courses are popular. While nearlya third of Its clasS offerings are in

languages, the VHS does not attempt to parallel the program of the German

university. However, it is possible for par.typants in some VHS"to achieve

the "Abitur" which is fairly similar to (Air Associate of Arts degcee.
1

Occupational courses, as we .in the U.S. think of them, are found in very

\ limited numbeOin the VHS. These, instead are concentrated in a.different

type,of institution called the "Berufschule".

Most VHS do not have their on buildings on campuses such as our Americen

community college do. Rather, they tend to be "institutions without-walls"

renting or leasing space in other scheols--frequently in conjunction with- the

Gymnasium (whichis a sort, of prep schodl for universitlibound students). A
w

very small number of VHS havq. their dwn buildings (or haus). Where this is the

case, it's usually -- provided by the looal town os city government and it is

freqUOhtly shared with,the local library. This is not an entirely undesirabler

4,
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' arrangements because.German libraries tend to attract large numbers of users

and with the VHS sharing' the space; these users are well exposed to its program

of public.lectures and classes.,

For the most part, the German and Austrian\VHS is operatedby a public,

dues'payingi "association local citizenry. In some instances, the VHS is

operated as an arm of the department of culture within the.str:kture of

city/town government. In the more frequent type of--organization--the,

"associatiOe form--an annpally elected executive committee or board of

directors governs the financial affairs of, the VHS. Mayors and other 'visible

'public'officialsare o.ft4n "ex-offico" members because they represent

municipalities which provide a portion of the operating funds of the VHS.

,second, ,larger committee or board -is made up of VHS instructors, staff, other

educators and citizens. This ,board it charged with approying,the VHS

programbcoucse offerings. In certain situations, the actions of the larger

"program" board take precedence over the actions and/or wishes of the smaller,

more politically powerful, "finance "-tor executive) board. Cycasionally,
ti

"finance" or executive board member canbidates are nominated by political

parties:
t

s_

I

Tiie VHS organizational. pattern closely reseniples some what our American

community colleges "without walls". That is, they have drfull time chief

executive officer,: .full time finance officer, several full .time department

chairs, who organize the classes ftnd screen and hire instru&ors to teach the
4

departmenC't courses, and take care of other activities related to th4

department. Classes are almost always taught by part time instructors )

recruited from the community served by the VHS. In fact, one of the frequent

criticism raised by VHS officials is the lack of'fult time fa9lty aria the
,t

stabilizing influuce such a'group of professionals can provide. 4
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The final car ion, finance, followIltosely the pattern of the American

k

ri, communiticollege. Revenue to operate, m s
,

Provided by the federal

(Bonn) government, by state (Sr land) government; by local governMents in the .

VHS service area and by the: participants/students. The..two largest sources Of
,

suppikt are state and local governments. The federal contribution is

decreasing as it is in the U.S. "arltparticipants.'are often -called upon tomake

up the difference in terms of higher class fees. hound familiar?

sn't it interesting to note how really closely these two postsecondary

educational institutions tend to'parallel each other? They were born about the

same time too with the VHS taking root in Denmark and northern Germany cira

1870. But enough Compat-isons0.--the.time has come for me td saddle my steed,

ount up? and make my point' -if I-stiJ1 have one!

The stated leadership objective of the American public community College is

to provide a flexible, community based, educational-program which is responsive)

to the perceived needA of local businesses and industries as well as to the

needs Of its individyl constituents. Community colleges, in a more

generalized way,"also attempt to respond- to national priorities and issues as

they filter into andaffect each community served by such. institutions.

The volkshochschule operates in a similar arena of leadership. Its
mr

leadership objectives tend to be less tangibje, however, and more sckial than

their American cousins. Community colleges appear to formally recognize and

Champion programmatic goals; the VHS officially publicizes. itself more in terms

of societal and cultural goals and objectives.

It,i17: this "societal" or "social" context ih t I propose'sto conclOde

-.

O

his discussion.,
*

Here's one leadership scenarioi Karl Whyse is a young volkshochschule

id irector at Faterstetten, a small town .a dozen or so kilometers from Munkh. .

1<
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he is a leader in 9e Vabarian VHS movement and as such Whyse sees the

principal task of the VHS to serve as an.institution of integration and

communication, in his, eyesthe\task of presentingleerning opportunities is

secondary to it.

He illustrated this VHS leadership objective to me three years ago.wheh I
4

.

spent a week with- him,'obserfing the activities of his institution by telling

me abo the ideviilopment of his area. His story is this. Before 1967,

Faterstetten was a'rural community surrounded by eight other small towns and

villages which had survived as cloistered little agricultUral 'communities for

eight or nine tentuties. The growth of Munich and the_industries*supporting it

occurred so speedily that, almost overnight, a rapid transit system had to be

developed to carry newly recruited workers from these rural communities to

their jobs. in the city andiback a6iin. Al so, the OlympiC.Games and its

associated events required the establishment of a network of rapid surface and

subway routes. 'Sleepy little farming villhes exploded like hot kernals,of

popcornas Ve mass transit system's tentacles reachd farther and farther ..into

the Bavarian countryside. In-10 years Faterstetten grew from 4,500 to 18,000

residents. The population of its sister villages doubled, then tripled.. Large

blocks of condominiums and highnrise apartments covered the paStoral landscape.

These ancient Cultures'were invaded by the white.collar, BMW and Mercedes'

Wheeling.communters With working wives or live-in girlfriends. Within this

Society in flux, Karl Whyse sees the leadership obSective of his VHS as one of

helping the youthful and milid)e-aged newcomer 'to appreciate the age-old

traditions and values.of the farmers while assisting the farmers to understOd

the changed in ,society taking place so quickly all around them--continually .

introducl, explaining, integrating--establishing new or modiiled.,lines of

commurtiCation between city and Country.

7
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A 'second NNS.leadership scenario was shared with me a week later by Dr.

Wilhelm Aallmann, a seasoned VHS dirlrtor.in the beautiful Austrian city of
a

Salzburg 100 kilometers'to the easi. Mallmann's VHS serves an urban/ rural

population of 250,000 at the gateway to-:the Austrian Alps. To quote

"Volkshocilschulen," Mallmann said, "are not only institutions where people can

go and learn, but also where people all become friends. They go off together;

they drink coffee and sip wine together. They.use the VHS as a sort of social

meeting place!" End quot4). To him the VHS is a gr'eat social center for.

newcomers. Not many Americans"know, MalTmann went on to say, that after the

j, end of World War II all the German speaking populatiOns format he so called

secessionist states of the former AustrianJHungarian--Empire--Czechoslovakia,

_ Hungary, Yugoslavia, and llomaina7-were expelled. They had to go somewhere and

many settled in Austria, and several thousand in S z urg. These people

according to Mallmann, were glad to comp to the volkshochschule to learn

something. The volkshochschule liter-ally helped them tO create a new. existence

for themselves--to pick op 10 rebuild their lives.

iP
Jhet two scenarios not only providea basis for the point of this entire

1

discourse--they are, in fact, thsovery essence of the point,. It occurs to me

that in the entire kaleidoscope of fonmaliZed collections of community college

goals and themes and the agenda .that order them, ther& exists one leadership

.1 6 e objective which is continually achieved, but which we fail to- publicly proclaim.

-% pa6d promote--one which has dignity and value and which is so closely tied to

theNAife words of "morality", "values", and "culture ". It's the community

college's leadership objective of socialization!

Socialization, the:. communication among and integration of people, rests at

the very heart of the human rerationships,our community colleges most

inescapably foster; With the demise of the American family as a social unit',

8



the community colleg role in socialization becomes critical. y plea, then,

is for the recognition and promotion of the socialization object of the

American community college. We need to encouragf the Parnell's, the Eaton's,

the Phelp's, the cohen's, the Cardenas' s, the LeCroy's, and the Elsners to

seize the community college's understat41 leadership objective of

"socialization" and proclaim its importance to the politicians, to the board
40'

members, to the captains of busyness and. industry, to the taxpayers, to the

majorities, and to the minorities becaus th-is objective-truty represents our

institution's' quiet effort to encourage an's humanity to man"!

Helmuth Dolff summed it up est.when, e said,

"Education and culture are n itidispensabl element of local community

development. Within the ffamework of the many cultural And educational
II%

activities supported by local authoritie , Volkshochschulen contribute to

\t;the social, intellectual and cultural deve anent -of the general public.

'They provide.essentiallc4wiedge and skills; they encourage insights and

attitudes by means of Which the community gains more active and more .

responsible members." A

--And haiing.belabored my point far too long, I spur my horse and gallop

off intothe sunset!

. ADDENDUM
to

Three QuestiQns for Discussion

1. Should the community colleg' spotlight and promote its socialization
leadershrrobjeCtive?

2. If so, how can it best be promoted and what groups 'should be targeted for-
thit promotion?.

I
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3. If not4 what leadership objectives should be promoted and how should they
be prioritizted?

0

NOTE: Quentin J. -Bogart is an 'Associate Profetsor and Communtty,ColleTe

Specialist in the Department of Higher and Adult Education, 8riZona ..

. 'State University, Tempe, Arizona. He is a former public coNnunity. ,

college president and administrator.
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